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Western Europeans and Americans, in their awareness of the lingering issues around them, tend to 

place blame on science and progress. This has created a sentiment that progress has caused widespread 

distress and emotional turmoil, as if science is an unfeeling mechanical practice with no regard for 

human compassion or spirit. By contrast, people from non-scientific Eastern cultures typically have less 

disdain towards science; rather than condemning it for its faults they recognize the good which can 

come from it. We don't shrink away from the challenges posed by technology; neither do we succumb to 

frustration. Our long-standing social and emotional struggles have been a harsh reality for us, yet 

science brings with it an element of hope that encourages us forward. It's finally enabling us to get some 

control over our oppressive circumstances, giving respite in these trying times. 

The city of Shiraz, situated in the south of Iran, has been celebrated for centuries as a place 

remembered through poetry and literature. It is renowned for its rose gardens and nightingales; two 

famous poets Sadi & Hafiz; plus mystic Sufi philosophy woven into the culture's fabric. Visitors to this 

green oasis are often taken aback by its beauty - from quaint bazaars to lush gardens filled with 

refreshing greenery. Yet beneath this romanticized exterior lies a darker truth: thousands of mentally 

disabled men, women and children were kept shackled up until recently in oppressive prison cells and 

mental asylums. 

Every so often, some were dragged out of their homes screaming and begging for mercy before being 

publicly flogged for not following the "rules". Most of them were shackled to dank walls with chains 

around their hands and feet. Without any love or support from friends and family members, these 

people had no choice but to sit there in despair - sometimes forever. These tragic images can still be 

seen today within this “city of poetry” that is meant to symbolize a spiritual way of life. 

Recently, a daring young Shirazi defied his family's warnings by researching psychology at the University 

of Tehran and other universities abroad. Upon returning to Shiraz, he faced rigorous resistance from 

local authorities while attempting to open up a psychiatric clinic - the first in those regions. However, 

after tenacious perseverance, he finally managed to relocate emotionally disturbed and mentally 

retarded individuals from prison into their homes or hospitals - including his own clinic where they are 

now cared for with utmost dedication by him and his team. 

The lucky ones are free, yet in many underdeveloped regions of Asia and beyond, the mentally ill suffer 

imprisonment within despicable lunatic asylums. This mistreatment masquerades as a lesson or an 

exorcism of evil spirits - but nothing could be further from the truth. 

Despite its romantic view of the world, The West overlooks that emotional distress, drug addiction, and 

delinquency are all issues present in society due to technological advances- but what it fails to recognize 

is that a lack of development doesn't absolve these backward societies from such problems. As much as 

the Western world can allow itself this kind of thinking; those living under primitive conditions cannot 

afford to think like this. . . 

 



…The difficulties are immense, the inertia too embedded, and people's suffering is exceedingly severe. 

Their eagerness for change can be explosive! Moreover, when nations across Asia and Africa completely 

restructures their cultures this leads to temporary disruptions and mayhem—but their ambitions stay 

unwavering towards a healthier world. It may not be easy or seamless at first but we're making our way 

nonetheless to an improved future. 


